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About This Game

When an evil ruler greedily taxes his people to near starvation, there’s always one who rises against all odds to fight for what’s
right ... but Fighting for the good of the people often results in fighting for one’s family. Help our brave new Hero rise from

humble beginnings to becoming the champion of which stories are written for centuries.

Features
- Gather your band of merry men

- Use unique skills to solve puzzles
- New mini-games and archery competitions

- Interact with characters, good and evil
- Rob from the rich and give to the poor!
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Overall a nice way to start and finish in one day... downside is that there are no steam achievements or badges :/
Although all areas say complete I am still missing one treasure chest to make for a perfectly finished game. Also of note, the
hidden object part was kinda corny with no time limit or fault if you click on a wrong object. No challenge really.. Really nice
hidden object. Very beautiful and relaxing robin hood-ish scenes and music. Nice take on the original tale.. This was really
enjoyable as a hidden object game. The story is light-hearted and fun, and you feel like the missions and objects you're finding
actually have a purpose (unlike many HOGs). At $4.99 it's a good value, but it is a pretty quick play (2-3 hrs) so maybe wait for
it to go on sale. If you want a fun, relaxing game that doesn't require heavy thinking but also has an engaging story, I recommend
this one.. Designed for younger gamer; but it was a nice change of pace for the older gamer. Slow paced, just what I was looking
for. Most puzzles were very straight forward although several were quite challenging. Enjoyed the game and will certainly let
my grandchildren play it to learn the fundamentals of Hidden Object games with a nice story.. Very simple & short game,
eventhough it has advanced option.
Art wise was okay...
Everything is almost in your face even before you need to search for it.
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I really digged it because I got to play with my kids. Definitely a more child-level strategy/adventure game, but still fun.
Finished the game in less than four hours. You could probably finish it in three without the "help" of a little one. Worth the 5
bucks.. Quick and easy puzzle/hidden object game. Great to kill some time.. Light and fun, I played with daughter and she loved
the bright look of the game and the fact that Robin was a girl.. I liked it, Fun and quirky. Well worth adding to the collection.
Fun little game, graphics are nice and colorful. Puzzles are a little on the easy side.. Nice game for children... too easy for
anyone over 12 probably.
It's well done though.
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